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NORDIC COMBINED WC IN VAL DI FIEMME
TOP SKIERS HEAD TO ITALY AT THE END OF JANUARY  

World’s best Nordic combiners in Italy next 31 January and 1 February
Two races in two days in Predazzo and Lago di Tesero arenas
Provisional standings after the first four legs
Val di Fiemme to host Tour de Ski this weekend


At the end of this month the FIS Nordic Combined World Cup series will land in Italy’s Val di Fiemme, the so-called Italian cradle of Nordic Sports that has been missing for the past two seasons simply because it was …busy with two World Championships. 
Jokes aside, now it is time – 31 January and 1 February – for Nordic combined athletes to jump back on the Italian saddle and do their best from the Italian hills most importantly.
After the first four legs in Finland at the end of November, in Norway and Austria in December and in Germany last week-end, the overall standings read German Fabian Riessle at the very top ahead of Mikko Kokslien (NOR), Akito Watabe (JPN), Eric Frenzel (GER) and Bernhard Gruber (AUT). The first five individual events have been won by five different athletes, namely French Jason Lamy Chappuis, German Johannes Rydzek, the above mentioned Kokslien and Frenzel plus Austria’s Lukas Klapfer who seized his very first World Cup victory in Schonach less than a week ago.
Regarding the Team standings, Norwegians won two out of three races, the third was won by Germans while France claimed three bronze medals.  
The programme in Val di Fiemme reads a Team Sprint race (HS 134/2x7,5k) on Saturday 31 January followed by a Gundersen LH event (HS 134/10k) the day after.
Meanwhile, the Italian valley amongst beautiful Dolomites is ready to host the eventual FIS Tour de Ski legs tomorrow and on Sunday, up on the Alpe Cermis Final Climb, one of the most spectacular cross country skiing races of the whole season. World’s best skiers are about to fire up the crowds for two days in a row and, as tradition goes, Val di Fiemme will certainly match up with the highest standards, tomorrow, in about 20 days as in the future, cause Nordic Sports are something Italian people in this area have in their DNA. No doubt about it.
Info: www.fiemmeworldcup.com








